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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AETD METHOD
Properly Initiated and fanotioning student councils
provide valuable educational experiences. They offer op-
portimltles for training in democratic citizenship and in
mutual respect. An objective check list for the evaluation
of such organizations furnishes assistance in judging their
effectiveness and their efficiency.
The Problem
Statement of problem .— The purpose of this study is
to provide an objective check list which can be used for
evaluating student councils in secondary schools. To permit
the use of a check list in a variety of schools by students
as well as administrators and teachers means that it should
be easily understandable, complete, and yet flexible. Due
to the many differences in the organizational structure of
student councils and similar groups, such standards are dif-
ficult to maintain for every organization which might use
this evaluative instrument. The problem presents itself
as requiring specificity in a general way. An examination
of the check list and the suggestions for using it will re-
veal how the study copes with such a situation.
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Appllostlons of 5lmdy >— The traditional secondary
school is continually giving way to one in which there is
more student cooperation in planning and in administering
the activity program. Student councils have an important
place in the chain. Following this trend, some secondary
schools have what appear to he well-established student
councils. These would profit by taking the time to make
an objective evaluation of their student councils.
Other schools have started student councils and later
discontinued them due to weaknesses in their programs. Evalu-
ating the organization they once had might help to locate
previous mistakes and give them assistance in starting again.
Many schools are trying to operate with an ineffective
student council, and they need aid in evaluating their cur-
rent organization to determine its shortcomings. Such
schools may be worse off than those having no council, for
the latter ones do not have to eliminate weak practices.
Both types of schools could use an objective check list
along with the other material in this study to assist them
in building good student councils.
Scope .— Although student councils are important, in
elementaiy schools and colleges, neither the check list nor
other information in this study pertains specifically to
them. Similarities exist among all student councils and
like organizations. Therefore, the check list would be of
some help to elementary schools and colleges.
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Current terms Indicating strident participation *— The
nomenclature of student councils and analogous school organ-
izations is not standardized. The national Association of
Secondary-School Principals uses the name "student council".
In spite of the fact that the most widely-used designation
in schools is "student council", dictionaries and reference
sources still cling dogmatically to such phrases as "student
government", "student self-government", or "self-government"
and list it under "education". A good discussion of the
various types and names of council organizations can be
1/
found in The Student Council .
Student council defined .— This study considers a
student council as a central and representative group of
faculty and students in a school. It may be the executive
body of a general school association. The powers of admin-
istering and initiating the school *s activities are stated
in a constitution, the principal retaining the power of veto.
Other councils can be present in the school, but the student
council is the pivotal group which has the final responsi-
bility for correlating all student activities.
The Method
Throughout the data-gathering phase and the construction
of the cheek list, an important aim was that the final
^ Barry C. McEtown, The Student Council . McGraw-Hill Book
'Company, Inc., Hew York, 1944, pp. VS-95.
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product should be both practicable and useful. A careful
examination was made of past practices and theories and of
the many current practices of student councils and corres-
ponding groups.
Guides for better practices .— Due to the diversity
of council organizations, some general guide or guides
seemed necessary. A conscientious effort has been made to
follow the^better practices in student councils as expressed
by McZown”* in his book and as given in ”The Student Council
u
’ in the Secondary School", which was published under the
auspices of the national Association of Secondary-School
Principals. Both of these publications helped to serve as
guides for better practices, although neither attempts the
Impossible task of setting up specific standards for every
student council. These are determined by local needs and
conditions.
Selection of material for summaries .— The second
chapter of this study contains summaries of periodical
articles and books dealing with student councils and the
evaluation of student councils and their programs. There
are also summaries of other carefully-selected materials
in the field. Selection presented a real problem, chiefly
,
T7 ^oKown, op. Pit .
,
362 pp.
2/ Paul E. Elioker, Editor, "The Student Council in the
Secondary School," Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary-School Principars .TS: 1-242, October, 1^44.
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because of the scarcity of objective information on evalua-
tion of student councils in contrast to the abundance of
general articles.
Painstaking elimination was necessary to avoid a mass
of summaries of the general articles. Two criteria were
used, the primary objective being to provide useful informa-
tion. First, the best periodical articles illustrating
different types of student councils, or showing particularly
worthwhile activities of such groups were chosen. Second,
the majority of the summaries were selected from material
which is easily accessible to those who might wish to read
the originals.
Titles were found frequently to be unreliable. One
article “ which was apparently applicable to this study was
eliminated. All articles had to show at least a fair degree
of objectivity.
Sources for check-list items .— In obtaining items
for the check list, many sources were used. Published and
unpublished information, pertaining not only to student
councils but to all student activities, was examined. Books
Vranged from Education for What Is Real to The Fundamentals
j/
of Public School Administration .
1/ Stella M. Smith, "An Evaluation of a Student Council,"
School Activities
, 16:43-44, 70-71, October, 1944.
2/ Earl C. Kelley, Education for ^lat Is Real , Harper and
Brothers, Publishers, Hew York, ld4V, H4 pp.
3/ Ward S. Reeder, The Fundamentals of 3?ublio School AdMnis-
*^ration. The Macmillan Company, Itew York, l94l, pp. 642-657.”
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Conferences were held with advisors of student councils.
In some schools the student council sponsors a handbook, and
examples of these from four states were read. One large
high school near Boston is in the process of forming a stud-
ent council, and its advisor was generous with his time.
Interviews were made in two schools where student councils
had been tried and discontinued.
Some sources yielded only background material necessary
for the study, and others furnished suggestions for the
check list. Possible items were arranged in logical cate-
gories. The final check list was compiled from these and
from much careful thought.
Bibliography selection *— The bibliography is a
selected one. Only the material actually used is listed.
It represents about one-sixth of the reading done for this
study. Further Information on bibliographical sources for
student councils is available from some of the summaries.
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CHAPTEH II
SUMMARIES OP PERTIRENT MATERIAL
A differentiation was made in selecting or omitting
details in the s-ummaries. Information which was deemed
particularly pertinent for accomplishing the purpose of
this study was extracted in greater detail. When reading
the summaries, this method should he kept in mind. Many
summaries which have been prepared during the earlier stages
cf the study were eliminated.
Three good periodicals were found to he School Life ,
Clearing House
,
and School Activities .
Books and Handbooks
.1/
”The 1948 Student-Oouncil Handbook”.— The purpose of
this handbook was to present Infoimation on student-council
conferences and conventions. Some material was Included on
community projects and on insignia. Directories were given
of Student Council Associations and of the Rational Associa-
tion of Student Councils.
Rot much information which would be useful for evalua-
ting student councils was touched upon. In the "Report of
’U Paul £. Slicker, Editor, "The 1948 Student-Council Hand-
^ok," Bulletin of the Rational Association of Secondaiy-
School Principals
,
32: 1-144, September, 19457
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Disctission Groups", pages 23-46, there is some material, hut
this represents the majority opinions of the members of the
groups and is valuable from that point of view, rather than
as a guide for developing oheck-list items, or as a proof of
better practices.
1/
The Student Council .— The problem faced by McKown in
writing this book was to give information which would help
to solve many problems related to student councils. His
approach to this problem was through personal interviews,
a rich experience of careful observation, and a thorough
research of published and unpublished material. After writ-
ing the chapters, he had each one criticized by from three
to five carefully-selected people.
Prom this painstaking method of preparation, he was
able to compile a valuable source of help for student coun-
cils. A useful characteristic of this book resulted from
his ability to analyze impartially many problems, giving a
variety of solutions to these, and suggesting under what
conditions such solutions would be applicable.
An idea of the contents of the book can be obtained
by reading the following chapter titles; "The Origin and
Development of Participation in School Control," "The
Objectives of Student Participation," "Principles Underlying
^ Hariy C* McKown, The Student Council . McGraw-Hill BookCompany, Inc., Hew York, 1^44, 352 pp.
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student Participation," "Types of Council Organization,"
"Initiating the Council," "Constitution and Bylaws," ’dom-
ination and Election Procedures," "Intemal Organization
of the Council," "Council Activities and Projects," "Finan-
cial Administration of School Activities," "The Student
Court," "The Student Council Sponsor," and "Evaluating the
Student Council*"
Each chapter’s value was enhanced by a selected bibli-
ography at the end* Controversial issues, such as the
student court, were handled particularly well*
The chapter on evaluation of a student council repre-
sents, perhaps, the best discussion on this problem in the
literature* Different methods for evaluating are set forth,
and samples of various evaluative instruments given* The
Student Council is the outstanding private contribution in
the field.
1/
"The Student Council in the Secondary School *”- This
handbook was published to replace a somewhat similar publi-
u
cation, which bec€une out of print* It should be part of
student-council library* Instead of merely reprinting
the previous handbook, a careful job of editing was done.
E Paui E* tellcker,Editor, "The Student Council in thecondary School," Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary-School Principals ,T8: 1-S42, October, 1944*
^ E*B* Brogue and P*B* Jacobson, "Student-Council Handbook’JBulletin of the national Association of Secondary-School
Principa'ls
,
24: 1-193, April, 194c*
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Three new chapters were added, €ind mnoh of the material in
the previously-used chapters was completely re-written. A
national survey was made in connection with gathering the
information.
The general contents are indicated “by the following
complete list of the chapter titles: "Growth of Student
Participation,” "Aims and Purposes of Student Participation,”
"Types of student Councils or Associations,” "How Student
Participation Functions,” "Standards of a Grood Student Coun-
cil," "Organizing the Student Council,” "Installing the
Student Council,” "The Student-Council Meeting,” "Co-operative
Relations between Students and School Staff,” "Student-
Council Projects,” "How the Student Council Solves Problems,”
"Student-Council Finance," "Student Leadership,” and "Student-
Councils* Publications and Insignia.”
Other material in the handbook included the "Student-
Council Code," "Schools Participating in the Survey," and
an annotated bibliography. The entire handbook is very
valuable. It almost begs to be used.
For purposes of developing evaluative criteria, the two
most useful sections are the second chapter, "Aims and Pur-
poses of Student Participation," and the fifth chapter,
"Standards of a Good Student Council." Ho actual methods
for evaluation were suggested.
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^^Student-COTmcll Handboog»”— This was the first com-
prehensive puhlication sponsored by a professional organiza-
tion to assist new conncils in organizing and to aid old ones
in becoming more effective. The material was collected from
a national survey of student councils, from research, and
from the authors' experiences.
One of the few areas not covered was evaluation. Thus
a detailed summary of the handbook is out of place here. At
the same time, an objective evaluation can only be effective
where there is some knowledge of better practices. For this
reason, the content of the book is indicated by the following
chapter titles: "The Development of Student Participation in
School Grovemment," "Purposes of Pupil Participation in
School Control," "Organizing a Council," "The Student-Council
Meeting," "Faculty Supervision," "Student-Council Projects,"
"How Problems Are Being Solved," "Student-Council Associa-
tions and Conventions," "Student-Council Finances," and
"Hints for Student Leaders." The appendix contains the
following: "Duties of Officers," "Bibliography," "Question-
naires Sent Out," and "Schools Participating in Survey."
Throughout the handbook are specific suggestions and
examples. Its real value can be appreciated only by a care-
ful examination. Unfortunately, it is out of print. All
members of the national Association of Secondary-School
1/ Brogue and tfacobson, op . cit. , pp. 1-242.
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PrlnoipalB received copies when it was first published.
1/
"Pupil Activity Program”.— This section is part of
one of the most complete objective studies ever made to de-
termine secondary-school standards. No real national survey
of school activities had been conducted since the National
2/
Survey of Secondary Education made its report.
The problem of the "Pupil Activity Program" included
making a national survey and setting norms for different
types of schools, such as public or private, accredited or
non-aooredited. A total of seventy-nine items on the activ-
ity program were developed, nine of which dealt specifically
with pupil participation in school government. Each item
was checked by the following method; a plus sign indicated
the condition or provision as present or made to a satis-
factory degree; a minus sign showed the condition or pro-
vision as present to some extent or only fairly well made;
a zero revealed that the condition was not present or not
satisfactory; and the use of the letter "N" indicated that
the condition or provision did not apply.
After the results were tabulated, they were graphically
presented on so-called "temperature charts," which used
^ Walter C. Bells, Co-ordinator, "Pupil Activity Program,"
^-operative S'^dy of Secondary-School Standards
,
Section E,
Washington, l).d.
,
1^0 Edition, 176 pp
.
8/ W.C. Reavls and S.E. Van Dyke, "Nonathletic Extracurric-
ulum Activities," National Survey of Seconda^ Education
,
Office of Education Bulletin, 1932, No * IV
,
lionograph
,
U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,D.C.
,
1933, 174 pp.
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pictorial thermometers. The title for each thermometer in-
dicated the applicable section of the check-list, and one
thermometer was used for the summary.
Charts of individual schools were easy to interpret.
The "temperature”, which showed the school’s standing, was
in the center of the thermometer. On the left side was a
percentile scale and on the right side were the norms for
the different types of schools which were evaluated.
u
Efforts are being made to carry on this useful study.
The present big obstacle seems to be insufficient funds.
Such a valuable project certainly should be continued.
u
Student Participation in School (rovemment .— In writ-
ing this book, the authors had a two-fold purpose. First,
they wished to supply guiding principles, along with evi-
dence to support these principles, to sponsors and adminis-
trators who contemplated organizing a student-participation
program. Second, they wanted to help schools where such
programs were already in effect.
Their method was to send out inquiry forms, from which
they received 191 replies from 40 states and the District of
Columbia. They searched the literature for theories and
\j Paul E. Ellcfeer, Editor, "Evaluation in the Secondary
School," Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-
School Principal
s
,~T2; 1-S67. April, 1948.
^ Jerry J. Vineyard and Charles P. Poole, Student Partici -
pation in School government
,
A.S. Barnes and Company, Inc.,
Bew YorE7 1^30, l64 pp.
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practices in student government. With the information from
these sources and their own experience, the authors wrote
the book.
This publication is relatively old in terms of the
rapid and recent development of student councils. The
reason for selecting this particular book for a brief summary
is that it best represents an objective approach to student
participation for its time.
Periodical Articles on Evaluation
y.."Democracy and the Student Council ,— In this inter-
pretation of the importance of democracy really functioning
in a student-council program, Johnston set up five standards.
He then went on to explain each standard and how it should
affect the operation of a council *s program. At the time
he wrote the article, he was an associate professor of ed-
ucation at the University of Michigan,
This is a thought-provoking contribution and would be
worthwhile for background information when evaluating a
student-council’s practices in democratic procedures.
"How Student Government Functions in 448 Schools " •
—
Kelley made a national survey to determine the practices of
^ Edgar (x, JoEnston, "Democracy and the Student Council,"School Activities
.
19:3-4, September, 1947,
S/ Earl C, Kelley, "How Student (Jovemment Functions in 448
Schools," Clearing House, 19:232-235, December, 1944.
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schools on four student-council matters. Replies were re-
ceived from 44 states and the District of Columbia.
In determining the methods for student-council repre-
sentatives, he found that by homerooms rated first and by
classrooms was second. The frequency of meetings was weekly,
first, and bi-weekly, second. Items for the extent of powers
were listed with the number of schools which endorsed each
power listed beside it. The results of determining the
frequency of veto of student-council decisions in the schools
showed the following; 189 schools never used it; 90, rarely;
74, occasionally; and 60, often,
For all four crucial matters, every answer was listed
with the number of schools signifying that reply beside it.
This is merely a brief summary of the more significant re-
plies, Complete information is available in the charts which
are part of the original report.
The article represents an indirect evaluation, for it
permits comparisons of local student-council practices with
national ones as revealed In the survey,
"The 20 Questions on Student Government",— Thi
s
report Involved ascertaining the 20 questions most frequently
sent to the national Association of Student Councils and the
answers to them, Harvey did the necessary selecting of the
E C,C, Harvey and C,F, Allen, "The 20 Questions on Studentvemment," Clearing House
, 19:100-104, October, 1944,
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questions, and Allen wrote the answers. Reprints of the
article were sent out later hy the Rational Education Associ-
ation.
The value of the article was that it "brought sharply to
the front problems which were real to the majority of organ-
izations. From the viewpoint of evaluation, the answers were
sut)Jeotive, but the questions were objective, and revealed
suggestions for appraisal material.
1/
" Judging Student Gk)veinment” .— The author at the time
he wrote this had been advisor for a number of years of the
student council at the Grand Haven,Michigan, Junior High School
His problem was to develop standards for Judging democracy
in student government.
He set up twenty criteria for this purpose. They were
well-worded and showed careful thought. Each was expressed
in one or more declarative sentences and was in general terms,
which made all of them applicable to any student council.
In the last part of his contribution, Meyer set forth
ten elements that he considered to be not desirable in dem-
ocratically-functioning student councils.
The entire report would help to guide any person evalu-
ating a student council as to its adherence to democracy.
1/ i'ranfc Meyer,” "Judging Student Government," Clearing House.
16; 461-463, April, 1942.

"A Procedure for Appraising Plugs’’ This contribu-
tion was a description of the results of a project to deter-
mine some satisfactory method for appraising clubs in a high
school.
A questionnaire was prepared for the different phases
of a club program. Evaluations were made by students and
faculty members. Word answers were given numerical ratings
on a five-point scale, using the following equivalents;
"very good" as 100; "good", 80; "fair", 60; "poor", 40; and
"very poor", 20.
Percentages were calculated from these ratings and
charts were constructed to show the results. The investiga-
tion covered a period of five years. "Dying clubs" invariably
scored lower on all questions than "live clubs."
The questions appear to have been well-worded, and the
description of the project famishes a sample of an excellent
local attempt to evaluate objectively the school’s clubs.
One part of the project which was not clear in the
article was what percentage determined changing a club from
1/
"live" to "dying". A similar article by the same author
was used in another professional periodical.
1/ E.S. Smith, ""A Procedure for Appraising Clubs," School
Review
,
12; 108-118, February, 1940.
^ E.S. Smith, "Evaluating Your Club Program," School
rctivitiea
, 12; 51-53, 77-78, October, 1940.
L
"EvalTiatlng Pupil Activities’^ — Only a few comments
about this article are given here* The reason for including
it among the summaries is that it gives an excellent explana-
tion for interpreting the results of the Co-operative Study
of Secondary-School Standards as applied to pupil activities.
The explanation would be interesting and easy reading to
anyone who has not examined the Study and to whom the bound
volumes appear formidable.
"A Scale for Evaluation of Pupils* Judgment s^on Best-
Liked and Least-Liked Aspects of Secondary Schools^. — In
this article, Eells explained the method used to solve the
problem of devising a scale for the evaluation of pupils*
replies to the following questions: **What do you like best
about your school ? What do you like least about your school?
These questions were submitted to approximately 17,300
pupils in school and nearly 7,000 former pupils of carefully-
selected secondary schools in all parts of the country. Re-
plies were tabulated and divided into 250 classes end 42
sub-classes.
In order to evaluate the replies on the basis of some
valid scale, they were sent to 23 co-operating educators,
f
1/ Kenneth W. Bell®, "Evaluating Pupil Activities,” Ration*
s
Schools
,
23: 29-31, January, 1939.
^ Eells, Co-ordinator, 0£* cit . , 176 pp.
3/ Kenneth W. Eells, ”A Scale for Evaluation of Pupils* Judg-
ments on Best-Liked and Least-Liked Aspects of Secondary
Schools,” Journal of Educational Research, 31:321-34,1938.
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who were asked to assign weights to the different items using
the following scale; 6, extremely important; 4, very im-
portant; 3, of average importance; 2, somewhat important;
and 1, of little or no importance. Further directions were
also included. From the educators* responses, a coding and
scale system were devised. These systems were then applied
to the responses from the two questions. The last seven
pages of the article gave the results of the tabulations.
This explanation illustrates a specific method for
developing a five-point scale to evaluate numerically the
activity program, which would include the student council.
1/
**An Evaluation in Terms of Pupil Participation** .— The
problem here, as described by Gilchrist, who was the prin-
cipal of the Benjamin Franklin Junior High School in Hidge-
wood, Hew Jersey, was to measure the success of pupil partic-
ipation in school government. He said that this success
could only be measured relatively.
His method was to make a survey by asking seven ques-
tions and listing a variety of possible responses for each
question. There were two which were the most pertinent to
the student council. One was, **In what ways have the
student council and the discussion in your homeroom growing
out of the student-counoil bulletins been of value ?** In
l/ R#S. Gilchrist, ”An Evaluation in Terms of Pupil Par-
ticipation," Clearing House
.
7; 358-363, February, 1933.
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answering this question, the majority felt that the student
council had been valuable in making and carrying out regula-
tions.
The other question was, "What suggestions do you have
for additional ways in which the student council can be of
service ?" Responses to this question indicated that a
majority desired more complete homeroom reports by repre-
sentatives.
This article is an illustration of one of the earlier
attempts in the nation to evaluate a student council. It
was rather a hasty survey but showed the principal's aware-
ness of the importance and difficulty of such an appraisal.
"Some Basic Considerations in Evaluating the Activity
School?— This reveals one of the early articles to deal
with the problem of evaluating activities in a school. It
was a study which presented the author's five basic con-
siderations necessary to solve the problem and a discussion
of each. He felt that the only valid method was "expert
observation."
One statement he made continues to have implications
for evaluation and expresses the theme of the entire article.
2/
He wrote:
The real challenge which the activity procedures present
Charles W. Waddell, "Some Basie Considerations in Evalu-
ating the Activity School," Educational Administration and
Supervision
,
16: 481-494, October, 1936.
^ Ibid ., p. 494
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to the experts in educational measurement is that
they devise norms, scales, and standards for the
measurement of growth of these fundamentals of
real education.
Almost twenty years later, the challenge still exists,
although efforts have been made to do a better Job of evalu-
ating the activity programs in the schools*
Periodical Articles on Valuable Activities
1/
" Student Oouncil Elections".— The problem for the
author was to describe adequately the procedure by which
student-counoil members were elected in Bloomfield, Hew
Jersey, Junior High School.
Pirst, the number of members of the council were ap-
portioned among the three grades on the basis of the school
population of each grade. The next steps were nominating,
publicizing, and electing* The details of the procedures
for these were set forth in the explcination. In the author* s
opinion, the results of establishing these election proced-
ures resulted in a decided improvement in the students*
selections of their representatives, both as to individual
ability and citizenship traits.
The description shows an effective method for electing
student-council members. However, the fact should be men-
tioned that the most- common unit of representation is the
homeroom.
\! Leslie W. Moore, **Student Council Elections," School
Activities, 19: 18, 38, September, 1947.
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"Student Council Sponsors Attitude Oampalgn” This
report described a solution to the problem of creating favor-
able attitudes and worth-while actions of students toward
dating, clothes, and school relationships. Questions were
suggested in the homerooms, and assembly programs were
planned on the basis of these questions.
This brief explanation is included because the activity
represents the type of thing that might help in creating a
good student attitude toward the value of the student coun-
cils and their relationships with it. The idea also offers
possibilities for a method to help evaluate a council.
"Citizenship^Eduoation through Student Participation
in School Government ?— The author of this article ex-
pressed the feeling that student participation in the
government of a school is potentially an extremely Importemt
method for developing good citizens. He gave some definite
ways by which the problem of effective student participation
could be solved. Over-control by the principal and sponsor
was mentioned as a danger to avoid.
Using information gathered from "The Detroit Survey”,
which had Just been done cooperatively by the Detroit Public
\/ Annie Shelegey, "Student Council Sponsors Attitude Cam-
paign," School Activities
.
17; 295. 319-320, April, 1946.
2/ Stanley B. Dlmond, "Citizenship Education through Student
Participation in School Government," Bulletin of the national
Association of Secondary-School Principals
,
31; ll4-ll6,
April, 1947.
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Schools and Wayne University, Uimond discussed some of the
attributes of a good student council. His report showed how
real democracy could become a part of a student-council pro-
gram, and he cited examples of good and bad practices.
From the point of view of evaluating democracy in a
council, the article offers assistance. It would be worth
the reading for any principal or sponsor of a council.
1/
"Three-Branch Student Government^. — A problem, which
also confronted this study, was well expressed by Brewer in
this article. He questioned the democratic validity of the
situation that student councils practically always included
legislative, executive, and judicial powers in one organiza-
tion, being about the only governing democratic group so
organized.
In the contribution a chart was included showing a plan
for reorganizing student councils into three branches. Ex-
planatory information oonceming the functioning of such a
plan was given, and at the end answers were requested to
eight controversial questions dealing with the problem.
The suggested change represents thought-provoking
material. Implications for education are great, because a
general acceptance of the premise that student councils
1/ J.M. Brewer, "Three-Branch Student (Jovemment," Clearing
House
.
19: 282-284, January, 1945.
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should have three branches would result in the necessity for
reorganizing almost every student council in existence.
Perhaps standards for evaluating the democracy of a
student council should be changed* The situation, as de-
scribed by Brewer, does exist, and his solution is the most
positive one available*
1/
”Student Court"*— The author was the advisor of the
student council at Princeton High School, Princeton, Hew
Jersey* The court had been in existence for the previous
ten years before the writing of this report on the value and
the activities of a pupil-operated student court.
The purpose of the court as expressed by Spessard, was
"to administer justice to the pupils of the Princeton High
School and to maintain the general efficiency and decorum of
the school*" Details were given on the functioning of the
court and the results obtained* It had been entrusted with
some juvenile oases by the local police force, which had
abided by its decisions.
This article portrays a controversial subject* In
general, the national Association of Student Councils does
not put much information out about the policy for setting up
and conducting student courts. The best discussion on student
1/
courts is in McKown’s book.
"U 6.T* Spessard, "Student Court," Clearing House
,
18:347-49,
Tebiuary, 1944*
2/ MoKown, 0£* cit* , pp* 266-299.
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Student Ootincll Gtoea to Town. ” — Adkins told how
the student council in the Demonstration High School of
West Virginia University coped with the problem of school
and community relationships. The council was not only active
in school activities, hut it also improved the school hy
being sure that the community did its share and knew about
the school’s activities.
This article is ten years old. It is mentioned briefly
in a study of evaluation of student councils because it
serves as a good example of a method and the importance for
the cooperation of a community and its school. There is the
chance that in the future competent community members may be
able to make a real contribution by assisting in the evalua-
tion of the local student council.
"Our Special Social-Studies Class for the Student
CounciT".— A problem facing many student councils is that
of finding sufficient time for training officers and members
to perform their duties adequately. The technique used at
the Macomb, Illinois High School was described in this arti-
cle.
The council was set up as a social-studies class and
^ Edwin P. Adkins, "A Student Council Goes to Town,"Clearing House, 13: 433-435, April, 1939.
2/ W.H. Atkinson, "Our Special Social-Studies Class for the
Student Council," Clearing House
,
13:342-344, February, 1939.
J
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composed of a heterogeneous group from all grades in the
high school* One unit on government was the only school
requirement. Studying student problems and school facilities
was a part of the course. The author did not claim that
the class solved all the problems of a student council, but
he did consider the results to be sufficiently satisfactory
to warrant a repetition.
In the evaluation of any student council program, an
important consideration is the training opportunity for the
officers and the members. How the problem of training was
4L
met in this hi^i^. school furnishes a rather Interesting meth-
od for allowing the educational potentialities of a student
council to be developed in the classroom. Insufficient in-
formation was included on the details of organizing such a
class to permit a school to use the article except as a
general guide. From the point of view of evaluating a
student council, such a class offers time for the appraisal.
1/
^Students Take Part in Policy Making^.— At the time
this article was written, the author was in charge of edu-
cational research at the Rochester Athenaeum and Mechanics
Institute of Rochester, Hew York. His problem was to develop
a sound democratic and successful school program. He felt
that he had been able to accomplish this over a period of
years
.
^ L.L. Jamie, "Students Take Part in Policy Making,"
“bearing House
.
13: 223-225, December, 1938.
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There is a desoription of the slow change from a situa-
tion of confused and inefficient participation to one of
orderly, interested, and enthusiastic participation. The
change was accomplished hy having students assist in both
the planning and supervision of the program.
The faculty supported the reorganization process. In
fact, they went on record as believing that the members of
the policy committee should be representative of the entire
school, including both faculty and students.
An indirect but useful contribution of the article is
that it reveals weaknesses of student councils while actually
describing an early and confused situation in the school.
The most important contribution is that it shows the value
of improvement by meems of a carefully-planned and slowly-
developed program, constantly evaluated by a Joint committee
of students and faculty.
1/
^outhopollst Activities at DeVilbis High School".— The
author gave a general picture of student activities in the
high school where she was teaching. These activities were
accomplished by organizing the entire school like a city,
and the student council on the commissioner plan. In the
functioning of this plan, the author felt that the commis-
sioners carried on effectively and efficiently.
1/ (irace Kratz, "Youthopolis: Activities at DeVilbis High
School,” Clearing House
,
12: 400-402, March, 1938.
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A student court was provided "by the council and was
presided over hy three student judges whose power included
suspension from school. To help the council and the court
student policemen functioned throughout the school plant.
Classes were integrated with other school activities,
and the combination resulted in large student participation.
Information on specific activities was given in the article,
perhaps one of the more interesting ones being weekly teas
for mothers, teachers, and guests from other schools.
Useful material is provided for those interested in
what might be called a "city-type" government in a school,
using a student council based on the commissioner plan. The
article presents the situation as resulting in a smoothly-
functioning and effective school program.
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CHAPTER III
CHECK LIST AHP EXPLAHATIOH FOR USE
During the past few years great strides have been made
In the evaluation of Individual abilities, tendencies. In-
terests, and aptitudes. Much work remains to be done In
obj'ectlvely ascertaining the effectiveness and efficiency
of extra-curricular activities. There has been more emphasis
on the educational value of organizing such activities than
on the Importance of measuring their actual value.
Difficult Type of Evaluation
The problem of evaluating extra-curricular activities
was aptly expressed by McZown. He wrote, "Measurement In
extra-curricular activities has been characterized as being
'very necessary, quite Inadequate, and extremely difficult.*"
1/
In discussing these he said, "Ho one who is familiar with
the field and with the lnqplications of these three points
will disagree with this statement." Student councils are
an important part of the extra-curricular program, and this
study is In full agreement with McKown’s views. Experience
in the field would convince any skeptic of their truth.
Due to the differences of student councils and the lack
1/ McKown, op. clt
., p. 316.
2/ Loo , clt .
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of actual information on the relative values of their activ-
ities, the assignment of numerical ratings to the check-list
items is difficult. Schools and communities vary both in
size and in environment, and these factors alone would make
numerical ratings for the items difficult to standardize.
Thus, any current objective check list for the evaluation
of student councils is limited in its objectivity. However,
the reliability of check lists can be increased by being
sure that all evaluations are done Impartially.
Adapting Check List
Local adaptation #— Before this check list is used,
it should be carefully examined and revised to fit the local
situation, but at the same time conform to better practices.
Additional items may be needed and can be added easily. Some
space has been left for them. Chily by constant revision and
additions to fit local needs and objectives can the full
benefits be obtained from such an evaluative instrument, A
wide-spread similarity in acceptable items among many schools
would aid in standardizing these items as being essential for
appraising all student councils.
Adapting sections .— Some sections of the check list
have multiple uses* A specific example is the section on
’individual-activity evaluation." This section, with some
changes, can be used for evaluating individually most of the
activities in a school. It is included in a check list for
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student cotmclls 'because of the situation in many schools
of the council correlating the activity program.
Perhaps a brief further explanation of just how an
adaptation could 'be made would clarify the situation. An
effective program for a tennis clu'b would include learning
the courtesies of the game. At least one item would “be
needed for this. Activities vary in their particular cus-
toms and skills. Unless these individual characteristics
are evaluated carefully, opportunities for greater education-
al values may be neglected.
The section on the "sponsor" might be changed easily
to evaluate the sponsor of the student court or of some other
activity. Attitudes of the students, faculty, or principal
on any specific organization could be appraised by adapting
the proper sections to the particular organization.
Too much emphasis can not be placed upon the importance
for adjusting all parts of the check list to fit the local
situation, even though every item would be applicable in
some school.
Credit for Items
1/
Hariy C. McKown, the outstanding authority on student
councils, inserted a check list in the last chapter of his
book. The one in this study developed slowly and independent-
ly. However, a final careful examination of his items seemed
1/ McKown, op. ~cit. , pp. 326-33E.
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wise. Tlie check lists do differ, but there appear to be
no basic conflicts and some close similarities.
A detailed comparison of the two check lists would
reveal the greatest similarities in the section on the
constitution and the one on the by-laws. Credit should
go to McKown for many of the items in these. Hie intimate
experience with and knowledge of student councils resulted
in his judgment being accepted on the essentials of their
basic structure. Examples of good constitutions and by-
1/
laws are also given in Chapter six of "The Student Council
in the Secondary School."
Methods for TTse
Checking items.— The easiest method for using the
check list would be to put a check in the parentheses im-
mediately preceding the item to indicate an affirmative
response to show that the provision is present or made to
a satisfactory degree. A zero would reveal that the item
was not applicable, and no mark would show a negative re-
sponse. The advantage of this system is that weaknesses
would be indicated by blanks.
Some individuals may prefer just checking the items
which would warrant negative replies and thus give promi-
nence only to weaknesses in the local council. Such a
1/ Paul E. Elicker, Editor, "The Student Council in the
^condary School," Bulletin of the national Association of
Secondary-School Principals, SS; ^6-114, October, 1944.

procedure might have its advantages, but it would seem to
put too much stress on the negative approach to the council’s
value.
Indicating degree of application of item.— There are
some evaluators who may like to make more of a differentia-
tion on each item. This would be possible by using "U" to
indicate unsatisfactory, "S” for satisfactory, and for
excellent. Other similar systems could be devised.
Using numerical values objectively would be difficult.
By experimenting, a five-point scale might be devised. Even
this would be difficult, for some items are more important
than others. A group of experts would have a hard time in
agreeing on the relative value of the different phases of
a good program. A good method for creating a five-point
1/
scale was illustrated by Eells.
The Check List
Objectives .
—
( ) 1. Majority of students participating in activities
{ ) 2. Diversified activities to fit interests of students
( ) 3. Increase pride in school
f ) 4. Produce better school and community citizens
( ) 5. Opportunities for practice in democratic living
l/ Kenneth W. ^ells, "A Scale for Evaluation of Pupils*
Judgments on Best-Liked and Least-Liked Aspects of Secondary
Schools,” Journal of Educational Research
,
31: 321-334,
January, ldS8.
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( ) 6, Pride in being intelligent followers
( ) 7. Training in leadership
( ) 8. Enoourage cooperation of school and community
( ) 9. Influence for good conduct
( )10* Development of intelligent respect for authority
( )11. Build confidence of student body in council
( )12, Teach students appreciation of law and order
( )13* Development of individual initiative and responsi-
bility
( )14. Creation of respect for property and equipment
f )15. Encourage cordial cooperation between faculty and
students
( )16. Acquaint school personnel with objectives
( )17.
( )18.
( )19.
( ) 20 ,
Principles .
—
( ) 1. Represents felt need
( ) 2. Power of veto for principal
( ) 3. Sensible publicity program
( ) 4. Affiliation with district, state, and national
associations
( ) 5. Participation in conferences of student councils
f ) 6. Authority definitely defined
( ) 7. Careful constitution and bylaws
( ) 8. All students represented
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( )
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( ) 9.
( ) 10 .
( ) 11 .
( ) 12 .
( ) 13.
( ) 14.
( ) 15.
( ) 16.
( ) 17.
( ) 18.
( ) 19.
( ) 20 .
( ) 21 .
( ) 22 .
( ) 23.
( ) 24.
( ) 25.
Attitude
( ) 1 .
( ) 2 .
( ) 3.
f ) 4.
( ) 5.
( ) 6 .
( ) 7.
Effectiveness as vital as efficiency
Careful selection of sponsor by principal
Constant effort for improvement
Membership restrictions democratic
Adequate facilities for meetings
Regular meeting place
Regular meeting time
Planned agenda for each meeting
Coordinator of student activities
Meetings example of democracy in action
Ro student with excessive responsibility burden
Student cooperation in formation of activity budget
Provision for student orientation to program
of students .
—
Abide by decisions
Respect for authority of council
Believe membership an honor
Convinced council needed
Have faith in integrity of members
Informed on council *s activities
Each feels personally represented
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( ) 9, Feel opportunity available to express opinions to
council
( ) 10 .
( ) 11 .
( ) 12 .
( ) 13.
Attitude of faculty .
—
f ) 1.
( ) 2 .
( ) 3.
( ) 4.
( ) 5 .
( ) 6 .
( ) 7.
f ) 8.
f ) 9.
f ) 10.
( ) 11 .
( ) IE.
( ) 13.
f ) 14.
Attitude
Faith in positive educational value
Accept responsibility in program
Feel sponsor wisely selected
Cooperate with sponsor
Sympathetic towards problems
Avoid harmful criticism
Offer helpful suggestions
Cooperate in integrating classroom activities
Recognize prestige of council members
Familiar with council program
of principal .
—
( ) 1. Veto power discreetly used
( ) 2. Whole-hearted cooperation
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( ) 3.
( ) 4.
f ) 5.
f ) 6.
f ) 7.
( ) 8 .
( ) 9.
f ) 10.
f ) 11.
f ) 12.
f ) 13.
f ) 14.
( ) 15.
Recognizes prestige of oonncil memljers
Encourages student initiative
Has confidence in sponsor
Supports sponsor
Seeks advice from council
Informed on council activities
Avoids usurpation of council’s authority
Frequently attends meetings
Has faith in educational value of council
Sponsor .
( ) 1 .
( ) 2 .
f ) 3.
f ) 4.
( ) 5.
f ) 6.
( ) 7.
( ) 8 .
( ) 9.
( ) 10 .
Sympathetic with students’ problems
Grood sense of humor
Unquestioned loyalty to council
Wise counselor
Tactful
Understands attitude of faculty
Optimistic
Willing to experiment
Faith in secondary-school students
Keen observer
f ) 11. Self-critical
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f ) 12.
f ) 13.
( ) 14.
( ) 15.
f ) 16.
( ) 17.
f ) 18.
( ) 19.
( ) 20 .
( ) 21 .
( ) 22 .
( ) 23.
( ) 24.
Enjoys visiting with students
Respected by students
Has confidence of faculty
Able to guide inconspicuously
Good organizer
Strong personal belief in democracy
Pleasing personality
Constant student of student councils
Provides close guidance instead of close control
Constitution.
—
( ) 1. Printed or duplicated in neat form
( ) 2. Available to school personnel
( ) 3. Shows careful preparation
( ) 4. Pits local situation
f ) 5. Understandable by the average student
( ) 6. Periodically studied for possible amendments
Statement of authority for formation of council
8. Following essentials included
a. Hame
b. Purpose
f ) 7.
f )
( )
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( ) c* Membership qualifications
( ) d. Powers
( ) e* Description of organization
f. Description of officers
( ) (1) Title
( ) ( 2 ) Teim of office
( ) (3) Nomination and election
( ) (4) Reelection
( ) f5) Vacancy replacement
( ) (6) Duties and responsibilities
( ) (7) Eligibility requirements
( ) (8) Qualifications
( ) (9) Recall procedure
( ) S* Ratification procedure
( ) h. Principal’s veto power
( ) i. Procedure for amending
( ) 9.
( ) 10.
( ) 11.
( ) 12.
Bylaws*
—
( ) 1* Printed or duplicated along with constitution
( ) 2. Show careful preparation
( ) 3* Pit local situation
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f )
( )
f )
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( )
( )
( ) 7.
( ) 8 .
( ) 9 .
( ) 10 .
Understandable by tbe average student
Periodically studied for possible amendment
Following essentials included:
a. Quorum requirements
b. Types of meetings (Hegular and special)
c. Order of business
d. Buies of order
e. Voting procedures
f. Beports
g. Fees and assessments
h« Insignia
i. Amending procedure
Officers.-
( ) 1. Bespected by students
( ) 2. Elected democratically
( ) 3. Formal installation ceremony
( ) 4. Loyal to council
( ) 5. Training opportunity for specific positions
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6. Competent
f ) a. President
( ) Tj. Yice-President
( ) 0 . Secretary
( ) d. Treasurer
( ) e.
( ) f.
( ) 7. Familiar with duties
( ) 8*
( ) 9.
( ) 10.
( ) 11.
student court.
—
( ) 1. Patterned to fit local situation
( ) 2. Dignified sessions
( ) 3. Regular sessions
( ) 4. Adequate facilities
( ) 6. Authority respected by students
( ) 6. Members acquainted with duties
( ) 7. Members realize responsibilities
( ) 8. Jurisdiction over non-classroom activities
( ) 9. Constant effort to improve effectiveness
( ) 10. Organized efficiently
( ) 11. Effectiveness shown by results

4E
( ) 12. Good sponsor
f ) 13. Principal familiar with actions
( ) 14. Penalties reveal sound principles of educational
reconstruction
( ) 15.
( ) 16.
( ) 17.
dominations and elections.
—
( ) 1. Supervised by student council
f ) 2. Election officials suitable
( ) 3. Satisfactory method for nominating candidates
( ) 4. Good publicity on candidates and qualifications
( ) 5. Instmictions to voters clear
( ) 6. Honest elections assured
7. Adequate materials and equipment
f ) a. Ballots
( ) b. Ballot boxes
i ) c. Registration lists
( ) d. Voting places
( ) 8.
( ) 9.
( ) 10.
( ) 11.

Aotlvity program *
—
( )
( )
( )
f )
( )
( )
( )
( )
f )
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
( ) 10 .
( ) 11 .
{ ) 12 .
( ) 13.
( ) 14.
( ) 15.
f ) 16.
( ) 17.
( ) 18.
( ) 19.
f ) 20.
( ) 21 .
( ) 22 .
( ) 23.
( }
Satisfactory relationships with student council
School morale good
Evidence of respect for property and equipment
Grood cooperation among organizations
Student initiative evident
Classroom work integrated with activities
Many students assuming responsibility
Eo student excessively burdened with responsibility
Majority of students participating
Activities represent many interests
Weaker organizations aided or eliminated
Activities and projects individually evaluated
Complete listing of activities and projects
Uniform system of records
Eegalar audit of all accounts
Sound financial accounting methods
Community and home interests encouraged
Faculty and student cooperation evident
Permanent participation record for each student
Careful selection of sponsors
24
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IndlvldTial activity evaluation *-
( )
( )
( )
f )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
f )
( )
f )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
1. General provisions adefjaate
a. ©“bjectives stated
"b. Represents student-felt need
c. Well organized
d. Uecessary records handled satisfactorily
e. Good sponsor
f. Membership restrictions conform to democratic
principles
g. Authority from student council
h. Opportunity for growth of individuals* abilities
i. Approved as being valuable by students and
faculty
Evaluated regularly
k. Provisions for using evaluation results
l
.
m#
2, Program based on good principles
a* Correlated with school program
b. Prior planning habitual and thorough
0 . Opportunity for participation by all members
d. Contributes to non-school life of members
e. Good school citizenship encouraged
f. Active participation by students in planning
g. Integrated with classroom activities
h. Permits assuming adult responsibilities
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( )
( )
3.
( )
( )
i )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) 4.
( ) 6 .
i. Encourage cooperation with other groups
j* Permits development of initiative and Original-
ity-
Meetings valuable
a* Regular time
h • Regular place
c* Start on time
d. Close on time
e. Meeting place adequate
f. Adherence to parliamentary procedure
g. Definite agenda for each meeting
h* Attended by majority of members
i.
j •
Evaluation *
—
( ) 1. Student council and activities regularly evaluated
( ) 2* Evaluations cooperatively done by students and
faculty
( ) 3* Accomplished Impartially and objectively
( ) 4* Results of evaluation used
( ) 6, Constant improvement of evaluative instruments to
provide maximum local value
6 .( )
( ) 7
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